
 
  MICROBLADING 

Eyebrow micro-blading is a precise technique and a form of tattooing. It is the placement of hair like 

strokes to the brow with a pigment. An illusion of natural fullness to your existing thinning brows is 
created. The technician uses a manual blade is to go 1 mm deep into the Dermal layer of the skin. 

Creating the look of real, crisp and sharp hair strokes.  

 All instruments that enter the skin or come in contact with body fluids are disposable and disposed of 
after use. Cross contamination guidelines are strictly adhered to. Generally, the results are excellent. 

However, a perfect result is not a realistic expectation. It is usual to expect a touch-up after the healing is 

completed. Although 3D Eyebrow Microblading is effective in most cases.  No guarantees can be made, 

that a specific client, will benefit from the procedure.  

 

THE HEALING PHASES   

Day 1- WEEK 1                                                                                                                

(Embracing the brows “Dark Side” - Phase I) 

BROWS WILL BE DARKER (Embrace their dark side)                                                  
Initially the color will appear much more vibrant or darker compared to the end result. This is because the 

pigment is still sitting on top of your skin and has not yet settled in completely. When cleaning your 

brows, do not be alarmed if you see some pigment on the cotton swab, as it is the excess pigment and or 

body fluid that naturally is exiting your skin. 

      Day 7- WEEK 3-4          

    (“The Flaking” - Phase II) 

Usually within 7-14 the skin is healing and starts flaking off. This is so normal. Do not pick at it.  Also, 

the color will Fade 40-50%, soften and look more natural. Do not worry, it will come back. As the brow 

flakes it is also normal for it to look uneven. Do not worry be patient with the healing process until the 6 

weeks are over. 

      WEEKS 5-6       

   (The “Color Settling in” - Phase III)   

                                                                                                                  

As these are the final healing stages, it is normal for the pigment to resurface now and show the true color 
of your healed brows. Any missing pigment or strokes will be reinforced on your (Pre- booked) 2nd 

appointment.  This is where we perfect the brows evenness and natural look. It is very important to 

always apply a layer of SPF 30-50 on your completely healed brows and wear a wide rim hat to protect 

them from the sun. 

 

COLOR BOOST 
The pigment is semi-permanent and will fade over time, you will likely need to be touched-up with a 

“Color Boost” within 6 months to 18 months. Please note that color may fade faster on oily skin, (this 

means that oily skin clients will need to get touch up more often, than dry skin clients, to keep their brows 
vibrant looking).                                                                                  
       
 

      Kristina Hailey, Permanent Makeup Artist.         
 919-332-0833  3dbrowsbykristina@gmail.com 

102-E Commonwealth Ct, Cary, NC 27511 (Located @ Roman Spa / Salon Ajido) 
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